ENGLISH IDIOMS USING 'MIND'

How many can you underline?

Are you in two minds about idioms, or just about to lose your mind because of idioms?

Bear in mind that English idioms will always be at the back of your mind if you don't make up your mind soon and start using them.

The British use them, and as travel broadens the mind, why don't you set your mind at ease and learn them? You might be wondering why I can't mind my own business; sorry, but I'm afraid it's not a question of minding my p's and q's, and on the other hand, once learned, it's out of sight out of mind with them, so keep it in mind and get ready!!!!
Let's match each idiom with its corresponding definition

**keep/bear in mind**
When you travel you learn things about the people and places you see.

**make up your mind**
Make sb mentally comfortable.

**be in two minds about ...**
Remember something for future use.

**be out of your mind**
If a thought worries you, it is always there.

**have a mind of your own**
Attend only to the things that concern one.

**give sb a piece of your mind**
Decide what to choose.

**at the back of your mind**
If you don't see sb or st frequently, you'll forget about them.

**mind your p's and q's**
Unable to decide.

**out of sight, out of mind**
Become crazy.

**lose your mind**
Behave properly, show good manners.

**set sb's mind at ease**
Be really worried.

**mind your own business**
Not being influenced by other people.

**Travel broadens the mind**
Tell sb how angry you are with them.
1. Peter: 'I need a job in computers'  
   John: 'I'll _________ it ___ ___________. We often have vacancies for people with your skills'.

2. I can’t _________ __ __ _______ about the job offer, I don’t know what to do.

3. I’m __ ___ ______ about buying a new car; it’s so nice, but I don’t really need it, do I?

4. Where have you been? I’ve been __ __ __ ___ ___ with worry.

5. Don’t tell me what to do! I’ve got __ __ __ __ ___ ___ ___ you know.

6. I’m going to ___ ___ _ ___ ___ __ __. He knows I cooked dinner for him and now he’s an hour late.

7. It’s always __ __ __ ___ ___ ___ that the illness could come back.

8. When you go to visit Aunt Jane, you’ll have to ___ ___ __ __ ___ ___ not like at home, that you do as you please.

9. Ever since I moved, none of my friends have got in touch with me. It’s ___ __ _____ __ __ ___ __ with them.

10. Taking a child on a motorbike without a helmet! Have you completely ___ ___ __ ___?

11. Please, mum. ___ ___ __ __ __ __, everything’s going to be all right, you’ll see, stop being so upset!

12. Leave me alone, Pete. ___ ___ ___ __ __ ___.

13. I’d never realized how lucky I was until I went to India; it’s true that ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___.
1. Peter: 'I need a job in computers.'
   John: 'I'll bear it in mind. We often have vacancies for people with your skills.'

2. I can't make up my mind about the job offer. I don't know what to do.

3. I'm in two minds about buying a new car; it's so nice, but I don't really need it, do I?

4. Where have you been? I've been out of my mind with worry.

5. Don't tell me what to do! I've got a mind of my own, you know.

6. I'm going to give him a piece of my mind. He knows I cooked dinner for him and now he's an hour late.

7. It's always at the back of my mind that the illness could come back.

8. When you go to visit Aunt Jane, you'll have to mind your p's and q's, not like at home, that you do as you please.

9. Ever since I moved, none of my friends have got in touch with me. It's out of sight, out of mind with them.

10. Taking a child on a motorbike without a helmet! Have you completely lost your mind?

11. Please, mum, set your mind at ease, everything's going to be all right, you'll see, stop being so upset!

12. Leave me alone, Pete. Mind your own business.

13. I'd never realized how lucky I was until I went to India; it's true that travel broadens the mind.